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We have constructed a new database on the UNIVAC 1100/61 computer system in our museum. The database is based on the books, "Kyūdaka-Kyūryō-Torishirabechō" (K-K-T). The books, which were published by Professor KIMURA, are contents of the status of the land ownership at the time of the close of Shogunate period.

The database contains the following data:

# Kuni : provinces
# Kohori : counties
# Mura : villages
# Kyuuryou : feudal lords (the various feudal domains, the bannermen of the Shogunate, and the temples)
# Kyuudaka : number of Koku in the lords' domains
# Kyuukan : old prefectures in the early years of Meiji era using the numeric (numbers of Koku) and the chinese (others) characters.

We use MAPPER-1100 system for the database, because the original K-K-T is a simple form of a table.

The K-K-T database is usefull, in a case, to obtain tables of all fiefs and total numbers of Koku for each lord in a county, province, or distinct. Especially in Kantoo distinct, for many bannermen's fiefs.